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Since 1994, the French National Agency for Radioactive Waste Management (Andra) has 
been pursuing a study of collective memory, based on its experience with the Manche 
disposal facility. In 2010 – in response to the project Centre industriel de stockage géologique 
(Cigéo), its concomitant need to preserve collective memory of the site for at least 
500 years, and public demand – Andra launched an initiative to ensure that future 
generations do not forget about the existence of radioactive waste disposal facilities. 
Pursuing its investigations in this area, Andra has led theoretical enquiries that consider 
art as a possible vehicle of collective memory. 

Memory is often found between parentheses that do not overload the spirit but 
enclose it in rules that facilitate forgetting... which is a vanity of the present moment. 
The past must always have the role of providing future ferment. And then the transfer 
occurs that can open up to history. 

Born in 1938, Gérard Larguier began working in 1956 with the renowned poster artist 
Paul Colin of Nancy before going on to study at the Beaux-Arts in Paris and Académie 
Julian. He has worked at his studio in the Bateau Lavoir in Paris since 1979 as well as 
Bonnet’s former presbytery in the Meuse since 1973. Using both materials and relief, he 
has exhibited his artwork at leading institutions around the world. Since 1998, he has 
taken up the theme of memory in his works “Chronique du XXème siècle”, “Autodafés et 
palimpsestes” and his series “A saute-souvenances”. He has also tackled the evolution of 
artwork over the centuries in a series of fifty works entitled “Les chefs-d’oeuvre revisités”. 

In 2008, Gérard Larguier completed a fresco commissioned by Andra on the local 
heritage and environment of the Bure Laboratory. In 2010, the municipality of Soulaines 
d’Huys commissioned a fresco of the history of the town from the sixteenth century to 
the present using the archives of residents and the municipality. 

His compositions, which consist of collage, torn and burnt paper, express the 
complexity of society and its contradictions. For him, memories occur in bursts that must 
be reconstituted according to the vision of the moment and objective chance, which is 
what determines the judgements that one makes. 

Gérard Larguier considers himself an eyewitness of his era in the service of society 
rather than being served by society. For this reason, he has recently finished a series of 
eight paintings on the First World War with funding from Andra. He has just completed a 
yearlong residency with National Education in France on the topic to increase the 
awareness of 8- to 13-year-old school children on the war, which resulted in an 
exhibition at the Meuse Departmental Council entitled “Un regard neuf sur un siècle de 
mémoire”, which was on display until 30 September 2014. 
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Figure 13: Les twins 

280 X 190 collage and acrylic on canvas

“Somewhere, it states ‘If you want the truth, ask your enemies’. In general, however, 
they lie to make it easier to believe their own lies! This is when the cry chokes on a 
reality that is too obvious and chaos roams in search of any sort of explanation. But 
what explanation is there but hatred, which challenges the irrational.” 
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Autodafés series 

Figure 14: Autodafés/La grande peur du loup 

100 X 100 Collage and acrylic on canvas 

“In the labyrinth of emotions that are felt heavily or lightly, jostling unspoken words 
and questions without real responses, each person ultimately invents a path that has 
no conclusion. No truth merits becoming exemplary. So is it not better to burn in an act 
of bad faith that eliminates only errors of vision than to seek in alternative thinking the 
future traces of the failure of executioners? That is the enigma ... and the great fear of 
the wolf.” 
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Figure 15: Autodafés d’un magazine/L’attaque 

100 X 100 Collage and acrylic on canvas 
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A saute-souvenances series 

Figure 16: A saute-souvenances N°10 

100 x 81 collage and acrylic on canvas

“Memory is thus fluctuating and fleeting. It selects images at a moment of chance 
or opportunity. Then it offers its chain of events to give meaning to life and 
integrate it in the imperfection of existence, the greatness of doubt, the 
incompleteness of dreams, the emotion of finding oneself curious. It then becomes 
a quest to live in a marvellous loss of time in which reflection can be achieved.” 
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Figure 17: A saute-souvenances N°11 

100 x 81 collage and acrylic on canvas
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Figure 18: A saute-souvenances N°12 

100 x 81 collage and acrylic on canvas

 

www.gerard-larguier.com 
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